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ABSTRACT

The single-best answer (SBA) question is popularly used in medical education assessment. Writing an SBA which assesses Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) is daunting for newcomers as it requires familiarity with learning outcomes. This guide provides steps to create LOs for HOTS, introduces the SBA, its parts and how the parts relate to the LO. It then provides steps to convert the LO into an SBA. Examples from anatomy, emergency medicine and medical education are provided.
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INTRODUCTION

The Single Best Answer (SBA) question, otherwise known as the One Best Answer (OBA) question, the Type-A question (1) or simply as the multiple-choice question (MCQ) (2), is a paper-based assessment method popular in undergraduate and postgraduate medicine (3). It is an assessment tool for the cognitive domain that is best used to assess problem solving and higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) (4).

However, writing an SBA question might be daunting for newcomers. Creating an SBA question to assess HOTS requires an understanding of learning outcomes (LO). Many item-writing guidelines do not emphasise this point or relegate it to a supplemental section deep within their guides.
OBJECTIVES

To help new SBA-question writers, we describe the steps to write LOs for learning and teaching sessions. We then introduce the SBA question, its parts, how each part relates to a LO and some writing tips. We then present steps to convert LOs to SBA questions that assess HOTS. We provide examples from anatomy (ANAT), emergency medicine (EM) and medical education (ME) to illustrate the guidelines.

THE STEPS TO WRITE YOUR SESSION-LEARNING OUTCOMES

Step 1: Identify Your Content Area

People will ask you, as an educator, to provide SBA items (questions) that assess a specific content area. This content area may be a lecture, a tutorial or a seminar you presented. Some institutions might provide you with a blueprint that details the topic area, the number of questions required, etc. Table 1 shows examples of content areas from ANAT, EM and ME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Content area example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy</td>
<td>Neuroanatomy of Hypothalamus, Epithalamus &amp; Metathalamus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>Principles of Management in Anaphylaxis / Hypersensitivity Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Education</td>
<td>Principles of Assessment – Guidelines for Constructive Alignment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 2: Determine the LOs for Your Content Area According to Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy Levels

After identifying the content area, you need to determine your LOs. LOs are the abilities you expect your students to have after going through your instructions. LOs are commonly presented as verbs related to the cognitive domain, such as list, enumerate, outline or discuss.

These verbs make the outcome apparent and easier to assess. For example, how do you assess the outcome ‘Students will be able to understand the pathogenesis of carpal tunnel syndrome’? How do you ascertain that they have understood it? In contrast, assessment becomes easier if the outcome is ‘Students will be able to describe the pathogenesis of carpal tunnel syndrome.’ Give them a piece of paper and ask them to describe it.

This guideline focuses on cognitive domain (thinking skills) outcomes. It is one of the three domains in education, the other two being the psychomotor (physical skills) domain and the affective (behaviour or attitude) domain. The psychomotor and affective domains are beyond the scope of this guide because they require other forms of assessment.

A course coordinator is usually the person responsible for writing or collating LOs. These might be related to the entire course. To write SBAs, you need LOs for your specific content area. Your
predecessor might have left some documentation related to your LOs. If there is none, you need to write the LOs.

It would look something like this:

At the end of this class, a student would be able to interpret data from clinical trials.

Often, it would begin with “At the end of…”, but this is not compulsory.

Within the cognitive domain, there are levels of thinking skills. Figure 1 shows these levels. Bloom et al., who proposed these levels, considered them a taxonomy (5). Beginning with the most basic level, Remembering, a learner progresses to higher thinking skills only after mastering the lower levels.

These levels are further divided into two groups: Lower Order Thinking Skills (LOTS), comprising the lower two levels, and HOTS, comprising the upper four levels (6). Studies have determined that HOTS LOs are deficient in Health Professions Education (7)(8)(9), including in its assessment (10). Therefore, think about the upper four levels when writing your outcomes. Practically, the two topmost levels, Evaluating and Synthesising, are usually reserved for PhD studies; therefore, we often only focus on the Applying and Analysing levels for our HOTS LOs.

Not all outcome verbs, however, are suitable for SBA items. For example, ‘Students will be able to discuss the trends in medical curriculum design’ is better assessed in an essay where students write freely on paper. ‘Students will be able to classify an open fracture using the Gustilo-Anderson classification’ is more suitably tested using an SBA item: we give them a written description of an open fracture, and they choose the correct classification from a list.

Therefore, having well-defined LOs for your teaching ensures that you assess what is important and that you assess them using the proper tools.
It is often more challenging to create HOTS outcomes for non-clinical disciplines, but it is not impossible. To help yourself create a HOTS learning outcome, ask, ‘How will students use this information in their workplaces?’ or ‘How is this knowledge important in real-life situations?’ Table 2 provides the Cognitive Domain HOTS levels (application and analysis), some suitable verbs for each level, definitions and example LOs. Use these verbs to write your LOs. Note that there is an overlap between the definitions of verbs. The verbs provided are not meant to be authoritative or exclusive. You can look up many other verbs on the internet.

Table 2: Bloom’s Cognitive Domain HOTS levels, suitable verbs and their associated definitions and examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level in Bloom Taxonomy</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Suitable verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Application: to use previously learned information in novel situations; solve problems</td>
<td><strong>Apply</strong>: to use knowledge in a new or practical situation. Examples: ANAT: To apply the knowledge of hypothalamus functional anatomy in determining the site of a lesion in the hypothalamus. EM: To apply the knowledge of cardiac vascular anatomy to determine the site of cardiac ischemia based on electrocardiography or echocardiography. ME: To apply the knowledge of suitable assessment methods for each level of Miller’s pyramid of clinical competencies in choosing an appropriate assessment method for a specific learning situation. <strong>Ascertain</strong>: to determine or decide. Examples: ANAT: To ascertain the most likely site of an intracranial lesion by looking at the clinical findings in a patient EM: To ascertain the requirements to stop CPR in a collapsed patient ME: To ascertain the relevant threats to validity in an assessment situation. <strong>Assign</strong>: to give a characteristic, role or value to something. Examples: ANAT: To assign the subdivision of hypothalamic nuclei based on their specific function. EM: To assign the type of shock suffered by a patient based on the clinical features. ME: To assign a label of LOTS or HOTS to a learning objective based on the verb used. <strong>Calculate</strong>: To determine the numerical value of something using other numerical data. Examples: ANAT: To calculate the concentration of a fixative solution in tissue processing. EM: To calculate the compensation of the acid-base balance in a patient using Winters’ Formula. ME: To calculate the difficulty index of an item. <strong>Classify</strong>: To allocate things into groups or determine which group an item belongs to, based on specific criteria. Examples: ANAT: To classify the nuclei of the hypothalamus into subdivisions based on...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level in Bloom Taxonomy</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Suitable verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>their function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EM: To classify a patient with drug toxicity into groups according to the most likely causative drug based on their clinical manifestations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ME: To classify MCQs into Type 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 based on their difficulty and discrimination indices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decide:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>To select a course of action or a choice after considering several options and other criteria. Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAT:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To decide the site of a lesion in the hypothalamus based on the clinical manifestations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To decide the best approach in managing a shoulder dislocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To decide on an assessment method after considering the assessment domain and several possible assessment methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classify:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Described above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAT:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To classify the anatomical site of hypothalamic injury based on the clinical manifestations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To confirm brain death in severe traumatic brain injury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To confirm the loading of assessment tools in an examination by Confirmatory Factor Analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determine:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>To ascertain, confirm or establish something by looking at evidence or calculating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAT:</td>
<td></td>
<td>The determine the anatomical site of an intestinal mucosal tissue sample based on its histological features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To determine the requirement for using an Automated External Defibrillator during resuscitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To determine the most likely cause for an item having a low discrimination index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnose:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>To determine the presence of a disease by looking at clinical evidence. Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAT:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To diagnose diabetic ketoacidosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Differentiate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>To distinguish between two or more classes or groups of things by looking at their features. Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAT:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To differentiate between supraoptic and tuberal regions of the hypothalamus based on their nuclei and function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM:</td>
<td></td>
<td>To differentiate between sympathomimetic and anticholinergic drug overdose in a patient by their clinical presentation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows examples of LOs from ANAT, EM and ME.

**Table 3**: Examples of Session Learning Outcomes from Anatomy, Emergency Medicine and Medical Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Session Learning Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy</td>
<td>1. <strong>Describe</strong> the location, relations, parts, nuclei, connections and functions of the hypothalamus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. <strong>Describe</strong> the location, relations, parts, nuclei, connections and functions of the epithalamus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. <strong>Describe</strong> the location, relations, parts, nuclei, connections and functions of the metathalamus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. <strong>Relate</strong> the nuclei, connections and functions of the hypothalamus with the pathogenesis of Diabetes Insipidus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>1. <strong>Describe</strong> the pathophysiology of anaphylaxis/hypersensitivity reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. <strong>Describe</strong> the types of anaphylaxis/hypersensitivity reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Type I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Type II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Type III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Type IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. <strong>Describe</strong> the clinical features of anaphylaxis/hypersensitivity reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. <strong>Decide</strong> the management for the anaphylaxis/hypersensitivity reaction based on the patient condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Education</td>
<td>1. <strong>Describe</strong> the concept of Assessment Utility and its components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Educational Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Feasibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 3: Write the LOs for Your Session

You can use the format given in the examples (Table 3). You should have three to four LOs for your session, one of them HOTS. Readers are encouraged to consult more detailed guides for writing LOs in the health sciences, such as Learning Objectives in Radiology Education: Why You Need Them and How to Write Them (11) or SMART tips for setting teaching objectives (12).

THE SBA QUESTION

We will now introduce the SBA (Figure 2) and explain the relevance of each part to your LOs.

The Obstetrics Department in a university hospital requires final year nursing students to have satisfactory skills in conducting normal deliveries. In their 2-months posting they are put in the labour room to assist the midwives as well as participating in the clinics. In addition, students are allocated patients in the ward to be followed up. For each posting rotation, the 28 students are divided into four teams, under the care of the department’s four specialists. Due to the small number of lecturers, students are assessed at the end of the posting using a 25-question multiple true-false paper and 4 30-minute essay questions.

The most urgent problem in the assessment of this posting is

A. *Constructive misalignment  
B. Inadequate exposure before examinations  
C. Inadequate reliability

Figure 2: The parts of an SBA question

1. **Stem**: A stem is the data presented to a candidate to answer a question. It is usually in the form of a written scenario. If relevant, you can use other **stem types**, such as diagrams, graphs, photographs or videos (1). A stem should present sufficient data to allow a candidate to perform the cognitive verb in your session LO. For example, if the outcome states that a candidate should **decide** on a management approach, there should be enough information for him or her to do so.

**Writing tips**: For clinical disciplines, base your scenario on actual cases and modify it according to the levels of your candidates. Common and classical presentations are suitable for junior candidates, while atypical presentations suit advanced-level candidates. A candidate must interact with the data in the stem to answer the question in the lead-in. This requirement leads to two issues. First, a stem must be context-rich (13), authentic and related to a candidate’s work. It must also be new or novel (14); a very complicated and authentic stem will not invoke HOTS if you have discussed it in your class. Second, avoid interpreting data; write ‘The pulse rate was 100 per minute’ instead of ‘The patient has...
tachycardia’. Describing data instead of interpreting it increases question discrimination (1). However, you can consider interpreted data for very junior candidates, and the LO is non-clinical. Similarly, avoid using pathognomonic terminologies for certain conditions if you assess them. For example, avoid writing ‘rebound tenderness is present’ to evaluate a candidate’s ability to recognise peritonitis. Instead, write ‘Sudden removal of the palpating hand results in pain’.

For non-clinical disciplines, use situations in which the knowledge is applied. Ask yourself, ‘How will my students apply the knowledge of body acid–base balance later when they are working?’ Avoid intentionally misleading the candidate.

After reading your stem and the lead-in, a competent candidate should know the correct answer, even when the options list is covered. This characteristic is called ‘the cover test’ (1) and helps you decide whether sufficient information has been provided in your stem.

Do not worry if your stem appears to be a bit long; long stems and short options are preferred for SBA questions. However, when deciding on the suitable length of the stem, consider the time that candidates have to answer a question.

2. **Lead-in:** An SBA is a select-type written question; candidates must select an answer from a list of possible answers (1). A lead-in provides the basis for choosing the answer from a list, e.g., ‘Which of the following is the likeliest anatomical site of the lesion in this patient?’ or ‘Select the likeliest anatomical site of the lesion in this patient’.

You need not include the same verb stated in your LO; just write the lead-in to make a candidate perform the verb when choosing an answer. A likely LO for the lead-in given above is: ‘The student will be able to determine the anatomical site of a lesion in the central nervous system after considering the clinical signs in a patient’.

**Writing tips:** Use a complete sentence (e.g., ‘Which of the following is the likeliest diagnosis?’) or an incomplete one (e.g., ‘The likeliest diagnosis is…’). Incomplete sentences, however, risk ending with ‘a’ or ‘an’, therefore possibly giving away an answer if it is the only one beginning with a consonant or vowel (i.e., grammatical cueing (1)).

Avoid writing lead-ins that are answerable without consulting the stem (i.e., standalone lead-ins). For example, after writing a detailed scenario about a patient with fever, the lead-in asks, ‘Which of the following is the confirmatory investigation for dengue?’ This does not require reading the stem for candidates to answer correctly. The ability to name the confirmatory investigation for dengue is a LOTS outcome, for which no amount of rewriting will correct.

Avoid testing two LOs in an item, such as, ‘Which of the following is the likeliest diagnosis and management for this patient?’ as this tends to be confusing.

3. **Options list:** An options list contains three to five possible answers for a candidate to choose from to answer the question in the lead-in. It includes the **answer key**, which is the correct answer. A candidate is given marks when he or she selects the answer key. **Distractors** are options in a list that are incorrect; candidates are not given any marks if they choose any distractor. They are named distractors because they distract incompetent candidates from selecting the answer key.

**Writing tips:** Options must match your outcomes. If your candidates must decide on management approaches, all options must consist of management approaches. All options must be of the same type (homogenous) and of similar length.

Avoid lengthy, complicated options. Question writers usually think of a correct answer first, and it usually ends up being the first on an options list. Arranging the options in a logical order, such as alphabetical or anatomical, will help reduce the chances of this occurring.

Distractors are as critical as other parts of an SBA question (14)(15)(16) but have received relatively little attention in the literature (16). Question writers give a lot of thought when writing a stem, and by
the time they write the answer key on the options list, they are exhausted. As a result, the least thought
is given to distractors, making them inefficient.
In a good SBA question, the answer key is chosen by competent candidates, and distractors attract the
attention of the incompetent ones; this is a discriminating question (14). Distractors work as a team; if
any distractor is dysfunctional (chosen by less than 5% of candidates (17)), there are fewer options to
choose from, making them easier for incompetent candidates.

Therefore, much thought needs to go into writing distractors. Distractors must be plausible; they
appear correct to incompetent candidates (14)(16). Your teaching experience will help you; use
common mistakes or misconceptions you know students make. After writing your key, ask yourself,
‘What do students usually confuse this concept or idea with?’ , ‘What is a common error for
solving this problem?’ and ‘What are the common misconceptions in this field?’ (18). When you
have written a distractor, ask yourself, ‘What makes this attractive to incompetent candidates?’.

There are two issues related to functional distractors. The first is related to the assumed requirement
that distractors must have a certain degree of truth; it is just that they are not the best answers among
the options. Having partially true distractors is desirable and appears to be associated with HOTS for
those answering it. However, we find that writing such distractors is easier for clinical disciplines and
more difficult for the basic sciences. Strictly adhering to this requirement is NOT necessary
(1)(16)(18) as long as distractors appear attractive to incompetent candidates.

Completely incorrect statements, especially if they test popular misconceptions amongst students, can
be good distractors. The latest version of the National Boards of Medical Examiners (NBME) Item-
writing guide (1), where the OBA question (termed the Type-A question) is discussed in detail, states
that ‘Incorrect options can be partially or wholly incorrect’. Collins (2006) wrote, ‘The best
distractors are (a) statements that are accurate but do not fully meet the requirements of the problem
and (b) incorrect statements that seem right to the examinee. Each incorrect option should be plausible
but clearly incorrect’.

We discourage the use of questions such as the following for assessing HOTS:
The antidote for paracetamol poisoning is:
a. lysine acetylsalicylate
b. N-acetylcysteine
c. sodium hydrochloride
Questions like these assess LOTS and encourage surface learning. However, questions that force a
candidate to consider the data presented in the stem when answering a question and, most importantly,
present plausible and effective distractors should be used, even though the distractors are false.
The second issue is the number of distractors in a SBA question. Experience tells us that question
writers can produce one or two good distractors. After this, they run out of ideas, and the falseness of
further distractors becomes increasingly apparent. Accumulated research supports this (19); the ideal
number of options seems to be three—one answer key and two distractors (good ones!).

WRITING YOUR SBA FROM YOUR OUTCOMES

1. **Convert your LO into an SBA-question template**

An SBA-question template helps you think about what you need to provide in your SBA for
candidates to perform a HOTS verb in your LO. For example, if the verb is ‘determine’, you need to
think: ‘If I want my students to determine something, then I need to provide them THIS kind of
data in the question stem and ask them THIS way in the lead-in’.
Have a look at your LO and fill in the following SBA-question template:

*Given a [stem type] that provides [data in the stem], a candidate will be able to [HOTS verb] the correct [related outcome content] and choose it from an options list containing [options description].*

Example templates from ANAT, EM and ME are given in Table 4. You can use these templates to write new questions that assess the same outcomes; just replace the stem with a new or modified scenario and the options list.

**Table 4:** Example SBA templates from Anatomy, Emergency Medicine and Medical Education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Learning Outcome</th>
<th>Example SBA Template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy</td>
<td><em>Relate</em> the nuclei, connections, and functions of the hypothalamus with the pathophysiology of Diabetes Insipidus*</td>
<td><em>Given [a written scenario] which provides [relevant signs and symptoms, the results of appropriate investigations, and other pertinent data that points to Diabetes Insipidus], the candidate will be able to [relate] the correct [lesional site] and choose it from an options list containing [hypothalamus nuclei].</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medicine</td>
<td><em>Decide</em> the management for the anaphylaxis/hypersensitivity reaction based on the patient condition</td>
<td><em>Given [a written scenario] which provides [relevant clinical information of a patient having an anaphylactic/hypersensitivity reaction], the candidate will be able to [decide] the correct [management] and choose it from an options list containing [a list of management steps in anaphylaxis/hypersensitivity reaction].</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Education</td>
<td><em>Ascertain the relevant threats to validity in an assessment situation and suggest ways to improve it</em></td>
<td><em>Given [a written scenario] which provides [the domain of an assessment, the assessment method, and other relevant data], the candidate will be able to [ascertain] the correct [threat to validity] and choose it from an options list containing [types of threats to validity].</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By this time, you can see that absent or unclear LOs make writing effective SBA questions difficult. However, well-written LOs that contain LOTS verbs are unsuitable for SBAs. For example, if students need to *list* the carpal tunnel content, you just need to ask them to do so. You need not provide any scenarios. Employing an SBA question to assess it is a misuse of an assessment tool.

2. **Convert your learning outcome into an SBA question**
It is time to convert the template into an actual SBA question. Guided by the template, write the **stem** to provide pertinent data, create a suitable **lead-in** and prepare the **options list** that contains the **answer key** and two to four functional **distractors**.

To help yourself, refer to the previous writing tips. You are encouraged to read detailed guides for the fine art of writing SBA questions, such as the NBME’s *Constructing Written Test Questions for the Health Sciences* (1), downloadable from its website. Another useful resource is *Education Techniques for Lifelong Learning: Writing Multiple-choice Questions for Continuing ME Activities and Self-assessment Modules* (18).

**Table 5** provides samples of SBA questions from anatomy, EM and ME written based on their stated LOs.

**Table 5:** Examples of SBA questions from Anatomy, Emergency Medicine and Medical Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Anatomy          | A 45-year-old female presented with a weight loss of 5 kilograms in the last four months. Further questioning revealed that she had increased thirst. She also noticed that she is passing more urine and wakes up at night to pass urine.  
Her fasting blood sugar was 5.0 mmol/l.  
Magnetic resonance imaging showed small nodular enhancing lesions seen superior to the optic chiasm.  
Which of the following is the most likely affected area?  
a. Paraventricular nuclei of hypothalamus  
b. Posterior pituitary  
c. Supraoptic nuclei of hypothalamus (Key) |
| Emergency Medicine | A 25-year-old male presents with a sudden onset of shortness of breath, facial swelling, and generalized rash. An accompanying friend gives details of eating seafood in a nearby food stall before the onset of symptoms. He has had similar attacks before, but none was this severe.  
His blood pressure is 90/40 mmHg, heart rate 130 beats/min, respiratory rate 30 breaths/min and temperature 37.8°C. His lips and tongue are swollen, and he has generalized urticaria.  
Rhonchi are heard bilaterally. Cardiovascular and abdominal examinations are normal.  
Which of the following is the first-line management for this patient?  
a. Intramuscular adrenaline 0.5mg (Key)  
b. Intravenous chlorpheniramine 10mg  
c. Intravenous hydrocortisone 200mg |
| Medical Education | In X School of Medicine, students must pass two long cases to pass the final professional examinations. They are assessed independently during the long case by three senior clinicians, who undergo intensive training for the examiner role. There are no other forms of clinical assessment.  
Which of the following is the most serious threat to validity in this situation? |
3. **Review your SBA questions**

Besides adhering to guidelines particular to SBA questions, your questions should conform to standard grammatical and language conventions. Again, we recommend excellent guidelines, such as *Constructing Written Test Questions for the Health Sciences* (1), or resources from general assessment books, such as *Developing and Validating Test Items* (Chapter 6) (14), or those specific to the health professions, such as *Assessment in Health Professions Education* (Chapter 7) (2).

Questions usually undergo a formal review process. If not, have someone look at your questions. A departmental review ensures content accuracy, whereas a central vetting process checks for appropriate difficulty levels and conformity to a prescribed format. An open mind is required to submit questions for review; we often think that our questions are the epitome of literary creations.

4. **Evaluate your SBA question**

‘Fire and forget’ is a characteristic of guided missiles, not question writers. Nowadays, software that scans SBA-question answer sheets almost always provides item analysis data useful for teaching and question writing. Item analysis data are usually available in the department that carried out the scanning. Ask to see it.

A detailed discussion of item analysis is outside the scope of this guide. In brief, there are three things you look at:

**The Discrimination Index** is the extent to which your question was able to differentiate or discriminate between competent and incompetent candidates. Their overall rank in the examination defines this competency (20). Look for ‘Discrimination Index’, ‘DI’, P_{BIS} (Point Biserial Index) or some other name. The value ranges from -1 through 0 to 1. A good question is discriminating: more competent candidates can answer it compared to incompetent ones. A DI of 0.2 or more is acceptable (20). Indices of around 0 mean that both competent and incompetent candidates can equally answer a question. A negative DI indicates that more incompetent candidates answered correctly than competent ones. It should make you suspicious of a miskeyed question—that is, a question in which the scanner operator wrongly entered its answer key.

**The Difficulty Index**, sometimes called the Facility Index, proportion correct or *p*-value, is simply the proportion of candidates correctly answering a question, indicated by a percentage from 0 to 100 or a value from 0 to 1 (20). It helps you find the possible causes of a low-discrimination question, either being too easy (having a Difficulty Index of 80% (0.8) or more) or too difficult (20% (0.2) or less). The values between these two extremes are acceptable. Too-easy questions are easy content-wise or have very weak distractors. Too-difficult questions are attempted poorly, even by competent students; you should recheck the suitability of the question.

The third useful thing is the **Distractor Analysis**. This is the percentage of candidates choosing each option, allowing you to know the functionality of each distractor. Most item analysis software provides this information. Distractor analysis is helpful for future assessment and teaching (16). Rewrite or replace dysfunctional distractors, defined as those chosen by less than 5% of candidates (17).
Item analysis indices flag potentially problematic questions, but the final decision belongs to the content experts. Let us say that all candidates can answer a particular question, leading to a Difficulty Index of 1 (very easy), or that all candidates could not answer it, leading to a Difficulty Index of 0 (very difficult). If a content expert thinks that the question is fair, well-written and assesses a critical outcome, keep the question despite the unfavourable Difficulty Index. Indices are also affected by the number of candidates; low numbers tend to inflate values. More than 200 candidates are needed for a stable index, down to at least about 100 candidates; however, item analysis can still provide you with helpful information, even if you have fewer than 30 candidates (20).

CONCLUSION

Writing a good SBA question is not easy for the uninitiated; it requires an understanding of the content, creating clear LOs that assess HOTS, knowing how an SBA question works, translating an LO into an SBA, writing skills and writing and teaching experience. We hope this guide has made the fundamental steps of writing one more explicit, if not easier.

Practice points:
1. As an SBA-question writer, be clear about the LOs you assess. SBA questions are suitable for evaluating HOTS LOs, but not all HOTS outcomes are optimally assessed using SBAs. Understanding the verbs used to describe HOTS outcomes helps you choose appropriate LOs.
2. Use authentic and novel scenarios in a stem to assess HOTS.
3. Write a lead-in to direct a candidate to perform the desired LO verb.
4. A sufficiently worded stem and lead-in allow a competent candidate to arrive at a correct answer without looking at the options list.
5. An options list contains homogenous answer choices.
6. Remember that a well-written SBA question allows competent students to recognise an answer key, while incompetent students are attracted to choosing a distractor. These qualities make a question discriminating, and increase the reliability of a test.
7. Expend effort to write plausible distractors. In this regard, totally false distractors are allowed if they appear true to incompetent students. Plausible distractors that are partially true are desirable.
8. Use item analysis to evaluate the quality of your SBA question.
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